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Objective

▪ At the end of the course the user will be able to understand how to access and manage entity profile details in esa-match, 

along with how to assign and manage the Conversation Manager role.
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Intended Users 

➢ Users with ESA Corporate Authentication credentials and an active esa-star account, with an esa-match Responsible role.
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Summary

❑ Management of the entity profile and conversation manager role

➢ Roles and Responsibilities

➢ Managing entity Privacy Settings

➢ Managing the entity Profile:

▪ entity Details

▪ Competences and Capabilities

▪ Experience

▪ Displaying business unit/legal entity Information

▪ Certifications

➢ Assigning the esa-match Conversation Manager Role
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esa-match Roles and Responsibilities (1/2)

▪ For all entities entitled to have a profile in esa-match, the owner of the entity profile-management role is the esa-match 

Responsible. This role is:

❖ Automatically assigned to the entity Information Administrator (EIA), in the case of legal entity registration approval, or 

to the business unit Information Administrator (BUIA), in the case of business unit approval

❖ Assigned by the EIA/BUIA, to at least one user belonging to their own entity/business unit in esa-star Registration 

❖ Automatically revoked as soon as the entity/business unit status is no longer valid in esa-star Registration

▪ The esa-match Responsible role has the following rights:

✓ Managing entity privacy settings 

✓ Editing their entity profile information, except for the information automatically retrieved from esa-star Registration

✓ Nominating one or more esa-match Conversation Managers from the list of all users belonging to their entity with at 

least one relevant role

✓ Managing the conversations in the Lounge Area 

✓ Replying to ESA communications

✓ Managing the entity’s ads and related messages/conversations in the Marketspace.
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esa-match Roles and Responsibilities (2/2)

▪ The esa-match Conversation Manager is the role in charge of entity conversation and message management. The role is:

❖ Managed by the esa-match Responsible in esa-match 

❖ Assignable only to an entity/business unit user registered in esa-star Registration

The esa-match Conversation Manager role has the following rights:

✓ Managing the conversations in the Lounge Area 

✓ Replying to ESA communications

✓ Managing the entity’s ads and related messages/conversations in the Marketspace.
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Managing Entity Privacy Settings (1/2)

▪ If you are the esa-match Responsible you can specify your entity settings in terms 

of:

❖ The visibility level of the information contained in your entity’s profile

❖ The activation of the Lounge Area*

▪ You can modify your choice at any time

▪ The esa-match Responsible of a business unit can decide to grant the rights to 

manage the business unit esa-match data to its parent legal entity. However, the 

esa-match Responsible of the legal entity is not granted access to the ESA 

communications and Lounge Area conversations of the business unit

➢ To set privacy options, click on your profile icon and select the “Privacy” option.

*By default the Lounge Area is not active. This means that your entity is not searchable if other 

entities wish to add yours to a conversation.
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▪ There are three levels of visibility:

❖ ESA

❖ Registered users

❖ Public

▪ When a new entity profile is created, the default settings shown in the image are applied to 

the data:

➢ Click on “Preview 

Public Site” to see 

how your entity profile 

will be shown to other 

users, based on the 

current privacy 

settings

➢ Click on “Save” to 

confirm your settings.

Managing Entity Privacy Settings (2/2)
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Managing the Entity Profile

▪ Only the esa-match Responsible of the relevant entity can manage the entity profile

▪ After logging in, you are automatically redirected to your entity profile

▪ You can also access your entity profile from other sections by clicking on “My entity Profile” at the top of the page.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Entity Details (1/4)

▪ The entity details section includes non-editable fields 

which are automatically taken from the esa-star 

Registration questionnaire. All of this data, except for the 

financial information and business unit/legal entity 

details, are considered to be public information

▪ Business unit/legal entity details are listed in a dedicated 

section (1)

➢ Click on “Edit Page” to edit the entity profile (2).

Entity Name

Entity Website

Entity Email Address
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▪ In edit mode, you can:

❖ Change or remove the logo by

❖ selecting the relevant button 

❖ Access the changelog 

❖ Add new media file(s)*

❖ Download or remove a previously 

uploaded media file

❖ Edit the description, with various 

formatting options and features 

such as adding hyperlinks to the 

text

❖ Edit the social network 

information. 

*Videos and images uploaded in your entity profile, together with the entity description, are always visible to all users. 

Managing the Entity Profile: Entity Details (2/4)
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▪ If you wish to add a hyperlink in the description field, you need to:

1. Select the text where the hyperlink will appear

▪ Once you have completed the entity 

profile, you can save it or undo the 

changes and revert to the previous 

version. 

2. Click on the hyperlink icon 

3. Add the web address

4. If required, tick the box so 

that the hyperlink will open in 

a new window

5. Click on “Insert” to confirm the 

creation of the hyperlink, or 

“Cancel” to discard it.

Managing the Entity Profile: Entity Details (3/4)
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➢ Click on the page icon        to access the changelog

▪ The filtering function is available for all fields

➢ Click on “Export in Excel” to export the changelog information.

Managing the Entity Profile: Entity Details (4/4)
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Managing the Entity Profile: Competences and 

Capabilities (1/10)
➢ To manage the information under Competences and Capabilities (the ESA Generic Product Tree, the ESA 

Technology Tree, Products, Services, and Testing & Manufacturing Facilities and Labs), open the relevant session 

by clicking on “Access the section” in the Competences & Capabilities box on the entity profile homepage

➢ Click on “Edit Page” in the Competences & Capabilities section.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Competences and 

Capabilities (2/10)
▪ This section contains five sets of information

▪ By default, only three items appear in the ESA Generic Product Tree and the ESA Technology Tree. The items are shown in 

the same order as they are in the tree menu. For the other lists, the two most relevant items or the two most recently 

updated items are shown. 

➢ Click on the “    ” 

icon to access the 

changelog for the 

section and export 

the changelog 

information to Excel.

➢ To see the full list, 

click on the “   ” icon 

in the bottom-right 

corner of the 

relevant box
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Managing the Entity Profile: Competences and 

Capabilities (3/10)
▪ During the registration process in esa-star Registration, the entity or business unit Information Administrator can edit the 

ESA Generic Product Tree and ESA Technologies Tree items. However, after the entity profile has been created, this 

information can only be managed in esa-match by the esa-match Responsible

➢ Click on the pencil icon. An interactive 

hierarchy tree appears for each item

▪ You can select or deselect multiple tree 

nodes at each level. If a lower node is 

selected, then any higher levels of the 

same branch are automatically flagged

➢ Click on “SAVE” to confirm your 

selection.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Competences and 

Capabilities (4/10)
▪ If your entity has been subject to the Harmonisation Cycles for the Technologies, the information for each harmonised 

subdomain is displayed in esa-match

➢ Click on “Access ECM” to access the “My entity” 

section in the ECM system. Here you can see all 

Harmonisation Cycle details for which your entity has 

been assessed

➢ Click on the ECM logo to access the Harmonisation 

Process details for each subdomain.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Competences and 

Capabilities (5/10)
➢ Click on the “    ”  icon next to the Products list to add your products. In addition to the basic information, you can:

❖ Upload a product logo

❖ Upload a specification file in pdf 

format

❖ Pin the item to keep it at the top of the 

list in the section and/or to make sure 

it is always visible on the entity profile 

page

❖ Add Media (images or videos)

➢ Click on “SAVE” to confirm  or “CLOSE” 

to discard changes. 
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Managing the Entity Profile: Competences and 

Capabilities (6/10)
➢ With the profile in editing mode, you can:

1. Access and modify the fields by clicking on the pencil icon in each row

2. Delete an existing product by clicking on the bin icon in each row

3. Identify which items are pinned to the homepage (      )  and the list (      ). Note that no more than three 

items can be pinned to the homepage in the Competences & Capabilities section.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Competences and 

Capabilities (7/10)
➢ Click on the “    ”  icon next to the Services list to add services. In addition to the basic information, you can:

❖ Upload the logo of the service

❖ Upload a specification file in pdf 

format

❖ Pin the item to keep it at the top of the 

list in the section and/or to make sure 

it is always visible on the entity profile 

page

❖ Add Media (images or videos)

➢ Click on “SAVE” to confirm  or “CLOSE” 

to discard changes. 
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Managing the Entity Profile: Competences and 

Capabilities (8/10)
➢ With the profile in editing mode, you can:

1. Access and modify the detail fields by clicking on the pencil icon in each row

2. Delete an existing service by clicking on the bin icon available in each row

3. Identify which items are pinned to the homepage (       )  and the list (      ). Note that no more than three 

items can be pinned to the homepage of the Competences & Capabilities section.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Competences and 

Capabilities (9/10)
➢ Click on the “    ”  icon next to the Testing & Manufacturing Facilities and Labs list to add your facilities. In addition to the 

basic information, you can:

❖ Upload a logo for the item

❖ Upload a specification file in pdf format

❖ Pin the item to keep it at the top of the list in 

the section and/or to make sure it is always 

visible on the entity profile page

❖ Add Media (images or videos)

❖ Note that the “B - Cleanroom” facility type 

includes additional fields to fill in

➢ Click on “SAVE” to confirm  or “CLOSE” to 

discard changes. 
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Managing the Entity Profile: Competences and 

Capabilities (10/10)
➢ With the profile in editing mode, you can:

1. Access and modify the detail fields by clicking on the pencil icon in each row

2. Delete an existing item by clicking on the bin icon in each row

3. Identify which items are pinned to the homepage (       )  and the list (      ). Note that no more than three 

items can be pinned to the homepage of the Competences & Capabilities section.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Experience (1/5)

▪ The Experience section enables you to list both the ESA contracts that your entity is or has been involved in, and 

other activities. To open the Experience section, click on “Access the section” in the Experience box of the entity 

profile homepage.

➢ Then click on “Edit Page” in the Experience section.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Experience (2/5)

▪ The section contains 2 sub-sections, “Involvement in ESA Contracts (selection)” and “Other Projects”

➢ By default, only the three most recently updated items are shown. However, if you pin items to the top of the list (see next 

slide), they will appear here. To see the full list, click on the “See All” link in the bottom-right corner of the relevant box

➢ Click on the “    ”icon        

to access the 

changelog for the 

section and export 

the information to 

Excel.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Experience (3/5)

▪ The Involvement in ESA Contracts (selection) list contains the ESA contracts which your entity is or has been involved in 

as Prime Contractor or Subcontractor. The information is retrieved directly from the ESA system 

▪ The information from the ESA system cannot be edited but you can provide further details by clicking on the pencil icon 

▪ You can: 

❖ Add details in the “My Contribution” text field

❖ Select whether the contract will be visible publicly 

(for a maximum of 10 ESA contracts in this 

section of the profile)

❖ Pin the item to keep it at the top of the list in the 

section and/or to make sure it is always visible 

on the entity profile page

➢ Click on SAVE to confirm  or CLOSE to discard changes. 
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Managing the Entity Profile: Experience (4/5)

➢ Click on the “    ”  icon next to the Other Projects list to add information about activities which your entity is or has been 

involved in but which are not available in the ESA Contracts sub-section (e.g. if your entity has been an indirect supplier in an 

ESA contract). In addition to the basic information, you can:

❖ Upload the project logo

❖ Pin the item to keep it at the top of the list in 

the section and/or to make sure it is always 

visible on the entity profile page

❖ Add Media (images or videos)

➢ Click on SAVE to confirm  or CLOSE to discard 

changes. 
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Managing the Entity Profile: Experience (5/5)

▪ With the profile in editing mode, you can:

1. Access and modify the detail fields by clicking on the pencil icon in each row

2. Delete an existing item by clicking on the bin icon available in each row

3. Identify which items are pinned to the homepage (       )  and the list (      ). Note that no more than three 

items can be pinned to the homepage of the Experience section.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Display Business Unit 

Information
▪ On the Legal Entity Profile home page, the list of the three most recently updated business units of the legal entity is shown 

inside the relevant box

➢ To access the associated entity profile, click on the name of the business unit

➢ To access the full list, click on “See All Items”:

❖ The list contains the BU logo, name, BU code and city

❖ The list can be sorted.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Display legal Entity 

Information
▪ On the Business Unit Profile home page, the information 

about the legal entity it belongs to is shown inside the 

relevant box

➢ To access the related entity profile, click on the name of 

the legal entity or “Access to Legal Entity Profile”.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Certifications (1/3)

➢ To manage certifications, open the relevant section by clicking on “Access the section” in the Certification box on 

the entity profile homepage

➢ Click on “Edit Page” in the Certification section.
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Managing the Entity Profile: Certifications (2/3)

➢ Click on the “     ” icon to add a certification. In addition to the basic information, you can:

❖ Upload a certification logo

❖ Upload an attachment in pdf format

❖ Pin the item to keep it at the top of the 

list in the section and/or to make sure 

it is always visible on the entity profile 

page

➢ Click on SAVE to confirm  or CLOSE to 

discard changes. 
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Managing the Entity Profile: Certifications (3/3)

➢ With the profile in editing mode, you can:

1. Access and modify the detail fields by clicking on the pencil icon in each row

2. Delete an existing item by clicking on the bin icon available in each row

3. Identify which items are pinned to the homepage (       )  and the list (      ) 

4. Access the changelog and export it in an Excel file.
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Conversation Manager Role Assignment (1/3)

▪ The assignment of the Conversation Manager role is directly managed in esa-match by the esa-match Responsible. This 

assignment is also visible under the “Contacts” section in esa-star Registration

▪ As the esa-match Responsible, you can only assign this role to users in your entity with a valid role in esa-star Registration

➢ Click on your profile icon and select the “Conversation Manager Role 

Assignment” option.  
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Conversation Manager Role Assignment (2/3)
▪ The section contains the list of any users belonging to your entity who are already assigned the Conversation Manager 

role

➢ Click on “Add Conversation Manager Role” to assign the role to a user

➢ In the field for selecting the user (1), you can see the list of all users in your entity with a valid role assigned in esa-star 

Registration (except for those users already assigned the role of esa-match Responsible or esa-match Conversation 

Manager). Once you have selected a user, click on “Save”.
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Conversation Manager Role Assignment (3/3)

▪ You can also remove the role from one or more users by clicking on the bin icon. A pop-up will appear asking you to 

confirm removal. For both assignment and removal of the Conversation Manager Role, the affected users are notified by 

the system.
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To Recap

❑ What has been learned:

▪ How to manage entity privacy settings

▪ How to manage the entity profile

▪ How to assign the esa-match Conversation manager role.


